If two polynomials F and G satisfy the Jacobian condition and the Newton polygon of F has an edge of negative slope, then the sum of terms of F along this edge has at most two distinct irreducible factors and their exponents must be different. Moreover, the slope is either a (negative) integer and the edge touches the v-axis or a (negative) Egyptian fraction and the edge touches the jc-axis. Furthermore, there is an elementary automorphism which reduces the size of the Newton polygon.
The main purpose of this note is to prove Theorem 1 and Corollary 4. Part of it was first independently proved by Abhyankar [1, (18. . Their proofs usually involve many other lemmas. Our proof, as given here, shows that the same elementary ideas which were used in [5] can be used to prove that the Jacobian condition, f^f^ = 1 , implies that F has at most two zeros at infinity. Recall that the Newton polygon for F(x, y) is the convex hull of the origin together with the support of F . Theorem 1. // F(x, y), G(x, y) G C [x, v] , |£^ = 1 and the Newton polygon of F has an edge of negative slope -4., with n , ñx as relatively prime positive integers, then this slope is either a (negative) integer or a (negative) Egyptian fraction, neither the right vertex nor the left vertex is on the 45°-line through the origin, and F~ ~,(x, y), the sum of terms of F along this edge has at most two distinct irreducible factors. Furthermore if d + 1 is the number of lattice points on the edge (so that d > 1), then exactly one of the following statements is true:
(a) ñ = 1, m > 1, the right vertex of the edge is on the x-axis, and F{\ mM'y^V x'' (*" -Py)d with P¥=0 and 0<lx^d. 
Thus and a(U)=ßUul^Y[(U-Pi i= l a = ñlx + ml2 = nrx + mr2.
By the chain rule,
Thus the leading term y(U)Ve ' of tiîi'îk » as a Laurent series in given by 7(U) = U" c = n + in. 
There are now four options: However, option (4) is the sum of options (2) and (3) x >-^ x + py" , y^y.
We will examine its effect on the Newton polygon. Note that 4>(xy ) = (x + py ) y
Under the weight assignment weight(x) = n , weight(y) = 1, every term in the summation has weight (/' -k)ñ + (ñk + j)l = in + j\ = weight(xV)-
This implies that 4> is weight preserving, i.e., points (i, j) in the Newton polygon contribute only to points (/ -k ,nk + j) on the line of slope -f through (/', j). Furthermore, since 0 < k < i, the point (/ -k ,nk + j) is to the left of (/, j) and hence inside the Newton polygon for F(x, y). Thus the Newton polygon for </>(F(x, y)) is contained in the Newton polygon for F(x, y). The automorphism <j> also has the property that (¡>(F~ ,,(x, y)) = px y2. Therefore the Newton polygon for 4>(F(x, y)) does not include the point (0, r2 + ñd) which is a vertex of the Newton polygon for F(x, y). Thus the area for the Newton polygon is decreased by this automorphism. , y) ) is contained in the Newton polygon for F(x, y). The automorphism y/ also has the property that y/(F{+x X)(x, y)) = pxe'ye2. Therefore at least one of (ex +e2, 0), (0, ex + e2) is not included in the Newton polygon for y/ (F(x, y) ). Thus the area for the Newton polygon is decreased by this automorphism. D
Remark. This still leaves the question of whether or not the Newton polygon for a polynomial F(x, y), which satisfies the Jacobian condition, must have an edge of negative slope. The next example shows that the bound p + a + 2 in Theorem 5 is almost the best possible. Example 6. Let F(x, y) = x" -y" and G(x, y) = y . Then a^x'**) -nx"s o that p -n -1 and q -0. Now F has n distinct irreducible factors and p + q + 2 = n + I .
